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Gourmix
"Gourmet Sandwiches"

by OLA Mishchenko on
Unsplash

+33 4 7858 4843

Gourmix specializes in gourmet sandwiches inspired by French regional
cuisine. Rustic and deceptively simple, these culinary creations are
packed with flavor. Fresh local ingredients from vine-ripened tomatoes to
wafer-thin slices of French ham from local producers, and fresh baked
bread make all the difference in elevating each sandwich to epicurean
heights. Available in mini and full-sized versions, these sandwiches are
perfect for a quick bite on the go or a casual meal with friends.
www.gourmix.fr/

contact@gourmix.fr

22 Rue de la Platiere, Lyon

Made In Fish
"A Little Bit of Brit"

by Public Domain

+33 9 8062 9344

Made In Fish brings a little slice of Britain to Lyon's Bellecour district with
its special fish and chips menu. The menu is limited, serving variations of
the classic fish and chips, but oh so delicious. A fast favorite, especially
with tourists, Made in Fish is perfect for a quick bite on the go. Fresh
ocean-caught wild fish and locally-grown veggies elevate a pub snack to
something more. Favorites include the Tradi Fish 'n' Chips, Fish Cake, and
Calamari 'n' Chips. Accompanied by classic British beer like London Pride
or Hobgoblin, it makes for a satisfying meal.
www.madeinfish.fr/

contact@madeinfish.fr

29 Rue Victor Hugo,
Bellecour, Lyon

Brasserie Georges 1836
"Historical Brasserie"

by Prométhée33

+33 4 7256 5454

The Brasserie Georges has been a monument of Lyonnaise gastronomy
since 1836. The building alone is worth the visit—it is designed in art deco
style and up to 650 people can be seated under the majestic ceiling,
which has lustrous frescos. The menu remains purely traditional with
sauerkraut, seafood and fish, and some Lyonnaise specialties. Everything
is served with a drink, of course. Any journey to Lyon must include a visit
to Georges.
www.brasseriegeorges.com/

30 Cours de Verdun, Lyon
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